DESIGNERS ARE LIKE SUPER HEROES

HAVE YOU EVER HAD TO DEAL WITH
A TROUBLESOME CLIENT?

altogether.

They defy the norm and go out
on a limb to make their own
way in life and they do it every
day; facing a new battle, a new
challenge and using their god
given creative powers to solve a
problem.
Okay, I might be overdoing it a
bit so let’s keep it real. Designers
are not perfect people but then
again neither are Super Heroes.
Ironman is a control freak trying
to do everything himself (sound

familiar?). Wolverine is a violent
pent up introvert (a bit like an
artist). Superman can’t decide
between his personal brand
and business brand (the typical
freelancer) whilst Batman is the
reclusive designer sitting in his
cave obsessed with the colour
black and never happy with what
he’s accomplished.
They go out into the world
looking to help others but it’s
always trouble that seems to find

them because for every Super
Hero there’s a Super Villain and
there’s usually more than one.
No matter how many times you
defeat a villain another pops up
when you least expect it and
quite often when you’re at your
weakest.
If designers are like Super Heroes
then Super Villains are definitely
troublesome clients.

and that characteristic seems to
attract villains.
Whilst working in the design
industry I’ve dealt with more
than a few troublesome clients.
There’s been verbal abuse,
non-payers, game players and of
course the infamous shit kickers.
These types of people appear in
all industries but designers do
seem to get the brunt of it. Why
is that?
Like super heroes we’re good
hearted but often unappreciated

They mistake kindness for
weakness and see designers as
easy targets to take advantage
of. However it’s not all down to
the Super Villain! A troublesome
client doesn’t become a
troublesome client until they’ve
become a client who is then
troublesome!
By this measure, if we can identify
the troublesome client early on
then maybe we can avoid them

Over the years I’ve noticed
several tell-tale signs that
identify a potential client as a
troublesome client and in doing
so it’s made my business better
by giving me options on how to
handle them.
I’ve been able to steer clear of
these troublesome clients or
charge extra to deal with them.
At the very least I can spot them
before hand and prepare myself
of what could lie ahead.
Read on and find out how you as
a designer can spot, tackle and
defeat the troublesome client.

1.

THE CLIENT WILL SEEK

YOU OUT

I’VE FOUND THEM!

2. YOUR BEST FRIEND

THE TROUBLESOME CLIENT WILL BE
...IN THE BEGINNING

Hi! I’m a designer

Wow! How are you?
It’s so great to meet you!

In comic books and movies, the super villain quite often seeks out the super hero
in order to introduce them to their world, their game and their trap.
Likewise a troublesome client will do the same. More often than not, troublesome
clients tend to be leads who follow me up. They make first contact via phone and
they’re likely to instigate a meeting. The reason being is that these conversations
are more beneficial to them then they are me.
They may be a bit cagey prior to the meeting about what they actually want to
discuss and this is usually because they don’t actually know what they want
to discuss. They want to see what they might be able to squeeze out of you,
including ideas for their business, all for free.

Super Heroes and Super Villains are usually best
friends at some point in a story line until the Villain
has a change of character, turning their best
friend into an arch enemy. A troublesome client
will do the same.
They’ll disguise themselves as super friendly at
first, being happy to meet you, eager to impress
and writhing to win you over with a popular
personality. They treat you as if you’ll be best
friends.

make you drop your guard and be friendly back.
Now that they’ve won you over, they can carry out
the next part of their plan which is to control the
situation. In turn you’ll take on this client and soon
enough the real troublesome client will rear it’s
ugly head. At that point you’ll realise that the client
was never your best friend but just a great actor
because....
...Super Heroes are natural whilst Super Villains
are theatrical!

A troublesome client will seek you out, not vice versa.
If you mention “a charge” for the meeting then you’ll notice that their interest in
meeting you will go.

Some people are naturally friendly and if that’s
the case you’ll recognise it but a potential
troublesome client won’t be so natural with their
niceties because in reality they’re actually not
that nice. A potentially troublesome client will
use a fake friendly persona to make you think that
their a nice person. This is a part of their plan to

Super Villains put on a good show to get what
they want and so do troublesome clients. Next
time you meet a new potential client, turn on your
Professor X powers to see what’s really going on in
their head. They’ll be subtle signs of flattery, charm
persuasiveness and over-friendliness.

3. THEY MONOLOGUE

...BECAUSE IT’S ALL ABOUT THEM

BLAH!
BLAH!

Super Villians like to monologue about
themselves? What they’ve done, what
they’re planning and how great they are.
This is not a boasting tactic but a power
game to get the upper hand at negotiation.
When I meet a potential client I want to
get to know them, their business and
I even like to hear about their personal
life. This comes in the form of Q&A but
there’s a difference between sharing,
talking and monologuing.
Troublesome clients tend to monologue.
They’ll recite their greatness but won’t
monologue about their weakness.
If you find a potential client
monologuing about their greatness, it’s
because they’re trying to seduce you
into a position below them. They want
to show you how valuable they are as
a powerful client rather then a paying
client.
It’s a negotiating tactic used to
substitute their reputable value against
the cash value of the job. Their goal is
to get a lower price or spec work out
of you which is definitely a sign of a
troublesome client.
To solve, put on your Magneto helmet
and reflect the mind games that their
trying to impose on you.
Ignore the monologue and focus on the
facts to re-level the negotiation.

I’M
A
GOD
4.
Super Villains are self-centred
and egotistic people with God
complexes. They want to rule the
world and will reveal their master
plan of domination along with key
information on how to stop them.
It’s a case of “Join my plan or
defy me and die!”
A troublesome client will do the
same thing. Whilst monologuing
their ego will take over, informing
you of their big name clients,
their £100,000,000 turnover and
their master plan. They do this to
pose as a serious and desirable
business person.
Near the end of the meeting they’ll reveal their
weakness by saying “we have a tight budget, we
can’t spend a lot on hiring you.”
That’s a big contradiction which tells us that this
potential client is either a liar or just looking for
the cheapest price. In either case it signifies a
troublesome client, one who has set up the meeting
to lure you onto their team but also one who’ll
dismiss you as a time-waster if you refuse.
If you’re clever enough, you’ll be able sniff out this
troublesome client like wolverine and realise that if
you take on the job then you’re doing it based on
their terms, not yours.
You can test the theory by pulling out your
Adamantium claws and seeing how they react.
Ignore the client’s speech and present your own
terms and quote to see what response you get.

AND YOU’RE A PEASANT!

6. NO ONE IS!
WHEN EVERYONE IS SPECIAL,

EXCEPT FOR ME BECAUSE I’M CLEVER

5. MAKE YOU RICH!
JOIN US AND I’LL

IF YOU WORK FOR FREE!

In the X-men, the Super Villain Magneto doesn’t
operate alone. He has and needs his own gang
of villains in order to reign terror but he is clever in
his selection, cherry picking talented individuals
to join his team. It’s safe to say that Super Villains
are not dumb! They can spot talent a mile away.

This is definitely a tell tale sign of a quick in and
out customer not looking for a long term service
provider. They want their own work done and
want it done cheap. In order to get it, they’ll make
false promises to make you drop the price. It’s
also guaranteed that this client won’t be happy
with whatever work you produce for them.

Super Villains, like troublesome clients need
to build a winning team full of people with
great ability. They of course won’t pay for their
services, instead they lure in talent with promising
prospects and the brilliant benefits of being on a
“supposedly” winning team. It’s the equivalent of
saying....

From experience, no client who has ever
promised me business as apart of a negotiating
tactic has ever referred me. The ones who never
mention referring me are the ones who happen to
refer me all the time.

“I know lots of people, I’ll give you lots of
business if you work for me (for free)”

Don’t take on clients based on what prospects
might come out of a job. Always work on what’s
guaranteed from the job. This way you’ll dodge
the dodgy client.

Some people laugh at design as
a career but to be honest they’re
just jealous because designers can
communicate beautifully with colour,
type and shape and that’s something
not everyone can do. This makes us
special, even super because its not
something we necessarily learn but
something we feel. It’s natural and its
our super power.
On the flip-side you have characters
like Syndrome from “The Incredibles”
who’s a Super Hero wannabe but
unfortunately super powerless. His
jealously gets the better of him,
turning him into a Super Villain
instead, epitomising the troublesome
client when he says...
“When Everyone is Special, No one
is!”
It’s kind of like when I meet a
potential client and they say:
- “I could do this myself but I don’t
have the time”
- “My last designer was great but
their unavailable”
- “I studied design 10 years ago”
- “My friend is an interior designer,
she’ll be looking over your work”

They say these phrases to bring
your level of expertise down and to
exert a sense of design expertise on
themselves.
This is a physiological tactic to exude
some form of authority on the subject
of design and to downplay your
importance as a service provider
to them. It’s a way to subtly note
that your work will be measured,
scrutinised and to let you know that
your skills are not essential to them,
its just convenient because you as a
designer are a dime a dozen. You’re
special but not that special!
When these clichéd phrases are
said, it begs the question as to why
a meeting with me, a designer, was
necessary in the first place.
The truth is that these phrases are
a sign of a troublesome client who
really wants you on their team but
feels threatened and insecure by you
because they’re actually powerless.
They will be ready to play games
within the project in order to get their
power position back so be warned!

I’M
NOT
THE
8. VILLAIN...

YOU ARE!

BUT I’M HAPPY WITH YOUR WORK

7. KRYPTONITE

YOU AND YOUR

Every Super Hero has a weakness which distorts
their abilities, forcing them to act differently then
they usually would. The infamous kyrptonite
doesn’t appear out of nowhere though, the Super
Villain plans, plots and uses it to lure the Super
Hero in and then defeat them.

Troublesome clients plan ahead much like Villains
do and will use your weakness against you.
They’ll tempt you with a new project and present
it as something that should be quick and cheap to
do. The possibility of making a quick profit on a
quick job is a designers Kryptonite.
Typically non-payers are a pain in the arse but I’ve
found that the most troublesome clients are low
payers. They have paid you a sum and expect the
world in return.
You as a designer may not have work coming
in all the time so you take the chance to make

...MONEY

a quick buck. Once you begin it becomes clear
that when the client hired you for this project they
assumed that they have hired you for life. They’re
unhappy with everything you’ve done because they
don’t actually know what they want. They’ll keep
you working on a million revisions like a puppet on a
string just to see how much they can get out of you.
You then realise that this quick project was never to
be a quick project.
This was a trap made by the troublesome client
who knew your weakness and lured you in but it’s
your fault for falling for the trap. The chances are
that you lowered the price of the job and took it on
because of the Kryptonite.
The only way to get out of this is to destroy the
kryptonite by re-negotiating the deal with the client.
As a designer remember that there’s no such
thing as a quick job so never quote for a project
as quick one.

Super Heroes are seen as Villains at some point in the story
line and this is much to the delight of the real Super Villains
as their master-plan was to make the Hero look bad.
This scenario mirrors that of one between a designer and a
troublesome client. At some point you the designer will find
that a troublesome client will try and turn the tables on you,
making you out to be the Villain with a long line of bullshit.
The timing of this monologue will be at the end of the
project much like the end of a Super Hero movie when the
Villain is backed into the corner on his knees, using a web of
lies to show remorse and appeal to the Super Hero’s good
nature for one last chance. For a troublesome client the
strategy is the same but the goal is to build a case as to why
they shouldn’t pay you whatsoever, even though they were
happy with the work!
The monologue of lies that spew out is a plan to deter
and distract you from your original terms and for the
troublesome client to set their own new ones by getting
you for free! They’ll play dumb, confused, ignorant and
distressed to work the situation in their favour and make
themselves out to be the victim. They’ll use everything
possible to cloud the issue of billing and pull you into the
conversation with them as a villain who misserved them or
as a good hearted hero who’ll save them. In any case they’ll
win the fight..... unless ....you say nothing at all.
The client won’t be talking, they’ll be rambling and literally
clutching at straws to get you to say something. They want
you to be angry or sympathetic, offensive or defenceless.
They need you to do or say something so they can take
advantage of the situation and get what they want but as
you stay quiet, listen and not respond, their web of lies
will become desperate and at the same time their plan will
begin to fall apart. Eventually they’ll stop talking because
you’ve given them nothing to attack you with and by the
end of it the focus is drawn back to the real subject at hand
being your terms, your agreement and you being owed
money for the work done.
The truth is that troublesome clients are never dumb and
helpless, their super-intelligent, with more then enough
resources to pay you fully but they’re master manipulators
who’d rather not pay you if possible. Depending on how
Super this Villain is, they’ll either pay up or shut up and run
away (only to come back another day with a new project).
Don’t get drawn into the Villains game of lies! Remain
righteous and dignified as a Super Hero.

9. SUPER VILLIAN
THE RETURN OF THE

I’M BACK!

You can’t just kill off a Super Villain! They can and will come back just like a potentially
troublesome client. I produce design proposals for potential clients and sometimes their
final answer will be to decline my proposal based on price but that won’t be the end of
them. A tell tale sign of a troublesome client is one that keeps coming back for more.
Even though they reject your proposal based on price, they know you’re good, want to
work with you but just don’t want to pay you your worth.
A high price tends to keep potentially troublesome clients from becoming real
troublesome clients but on an off chance it can turn them into an ally.

10.TWO FACE
PSYCHO POWER!

All of the previous 9 points
revolve around psychology
because that is the most Super
Power a troublesome client
has. Troublesome clients are
extremely clever who play a
psychological game to try and
get their way. Forget two face,
a troublesome client will have
multiple faces.
They will sway from being friendly
to pushy, helpless to powerful,
playing dumb to playing the
expert all to get their way for
pricing and deliverables to
support and amendments.
They will eat away at your time
and pay little because….they
don’t invest in design!
That’s right! Troublesome clients
are ones who usually are not
interested in investing in design.
They want design and what it can
do for their business but they’re
not willing to pay for it.
The chances of them becoming
a paying, profitable, long lasting
client are about 1% because like
a Super Villain, a troublesome
client is just out for themselves.

THE FINAL BATTLE!
The very best way to avoid or manage a troublesome client is to be polite, direct and to stick
to the facts. Always remember that the project and price should never be based on any
psychological games or external factors but the core issues for the designer:
The spec
The deliverables
The turnaround
The terms
The support
The price

IF YOU ENJOYED THIS GUIDE
THEN READ SOME OF OUR
BLOG POSTS...

Make everything clear cut from the get go and revert back to it whenever a client becomes
troublesome.

KEEP DESIGNING &

STAY
SUPER

How to Sell Graphic Design

Creating Passive In-come as a Designer

It’s actually like selling water to a fish.

They make it sound sooo easy!

Find great charity work as a Designer

Deciphering Logos – Kangol

Very few charities actively look for help

Give it up for Hip-Hop
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